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IT’S MY TURN

YOUR time management system has to fit you, and only you. This Chinese menu is just

like the one at a restaurant, a list of items that might interest you. A collection of tactics

for time management that have worked for others and might work for you.

         See what looks interesting and try it. If  it does not work, try something else.

Check emails once or twice a day. People will notice that for you, email is not a

medium for urgent messages. 

The trick with using to-do lists effectively lies in prioritizing the tasks on your

list. Many people use an A - F coding system (A for high priority items, F for

very low priorities).

Make prioritizing a habit – run every commitment through some sort of

decision screen. Stephen Covey: ”The key is not to prioritize what's on your

schedule, but to schedule your priorities.”

Learn to say NO. Most of us have a deep need to be liked. That translates into

us saying yes to everything - which is the end of your productivity. Think about

it this way: “What is the true cost of saying yes to this request?”

Make a list of things NOT to do, it feels very liberating to write them down, and

this will free up a lot of mental energy.

Just because you are busy does not mean you are productive.  Slow down and

focus on what’s in front of you. Many people thrive on the rush of feeling busy

yet it does not let you operate at maximum brain capacity.

When faced with large amounts of time, people tend to get lost. Plan for

maximum 90-minute interval per task.

Give yourself permission to play. Breaks from working or studying are

necessary to re charge. Try a 20-minute power nap when your energy level

tanks.

Are you a procrastinator? Try telling yourself that you're only going to start on

a project for ten minutes. This removes the anxiety of tackling one huge

project and 10 minutes will move you forward.

KEY THINGS TO

CONSIDER

Avoid multi tasking

Get rid of interruptions

Let go of some projects

Think what can be

delegated ?

Face procrastination

Learn to say NO to others

Proven Time Management Tactics

One definition of multitasking - Messing up two things at once.

Multitasking, taken to extremes can lead to a shallow, anxious, unproductive, unhealthy, impatient, lonely existence.

You may think you are getting so much done, but there is pretty good evidence to indicate you are actually less

productive, less effective, less healthy and certainly much less fun to be around.
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If you decide to do a  task, enjoy it. No matter how much you hate it, look for the upside in what you are doing.

Not to advocate multi tasking but think about making it more pleasant by listening to a podcast while cleaning

your shelf, or light a candle when paying the bills.

Outsource as much as possible, definitely the tasks someone else is better at.

Think about the monetary value of your time. People in well paying management jobs should not think twice

about hiring a house cleaner or a professional organizer – just like seeing a doctor when you are ill, get things

done by people who do this for a living.

Observe when and where you have the most energy and schedule high value work for that time.

Make time for daily workouts; maybe split them into 2 shorter sessions a day. The energy gained by far offsets

the time spent.

Develop a daily practice of mindfulness. Whatever it is to you – meditation, listening to music, yoga, reciting what

you are thankful for. It will energize you and put you in a positive frame of mind.

KEEP THE END IN MIND

Set daily and weekly

intentions:

* Limit to 3 things you want

to make progress on.

* Be cognizant of  your

long term goals.

Drink more water. When you're dehydrated, you'll have far less energy.

Write a “Stop Doing” List. Every productive person obsessively sets To Do Lists.

But it is the things you drop that make you successful. Steve Jobs: “It comes from

saying no to 1,000 things to make sure we don't get on the wrong track or try to

do too much. We're always thinking about new markets we could enter, but it's

only by saying no that you can concentrate on the things that are really

important.”

Use your “empty” time – for whatever you like but use it.  Some time elements

are outside of our control – a customer not showing up, a cancelled flight. Be

prepared to claim that time slot for something you *planned* to do.

Think about swimming against the flow – when is the gym least busy, when is

the best time to call customer service?

Plan time away from others, where you are uninterrupted – turn off your phone.

Take notice when you are stressed, spend a few minutes on yoga breathing and

actively pushing all thoughts away.

If a task comes up, file it away for future scheduling – keep a list, or use sticky

notes. But check against your priorities when going over them later.

Having a positive attitude goes a long way. Stephen Covey: “You reap what you

sow”.
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